New Resources on Indigenous Knowledge

This section lists new books or media related to indigenous knowledge. It is not intended to be comprehensive but covers a wide range of disciplines and provides a snapshot of current research on indigenous issues.


- Andersen, Chris. 2014. *Metis: Race, Recognition, and the Struggle for Indigenous Peoplehood*. Vancouver, BC: University of British Columbia Press. [Publisher’s page](#).


- Bohr, Roland. *Gifts from the Thunder Beings: Indigenous Archery and European Firearms in the Northern Plains and Central Subarctic, 1670-1870*. Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press. [Publisher’s page](#).


New Resources


• Jacobs, Margaret D. 2014. *A Generation Removed: the Fostering and Adoption of Indigenous Children in the Postwar World*. Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press. [Publisher’s page](#).


• Loft, Steven and Kerry Swanson, eds. *Coded Territories: Tracing Indigenous Pathways in New Media Art*. Calgary, AB: University of Calgary Press. [Publisher’s page](#).


• Rhea, Zane Ma. 2015. *Leading and Managing Indigenous Education in the Postcolonial World*. Routledge Research in International and Comparative Education. [Publisher’s page](#).


• Sillitoe, Paul. 2015. *Indigenous Studies and Engaged Anthropology: the Collaborative Moment*. Farnham, Surrey; Burlington, VT: Ashgate. [Publisher’s page](#).


• Smith, Keith D., ed. 2014. *Strange Visitors: Documents in Indigenous-Settler Relations in Canada from 1876*. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. [Publisher’s page](#).

• Smithers, Gregory D. and Brooke N. Newman. 2014. *Native Diasporas: Indigenous Identities and Settler Colonialism in the Americas*. Borderlands and Transcultural Studies Series. Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press. [Publisher’s page](#).
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